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INTRODUCTION

amp.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
osgarso has contributed to the dictionary with 24 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small book. We
hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to visit our
website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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alv en whatsapp
ALV : A la verga .  .  .  it is used as a rejection or as an expression of surprise.  It never means I love you.  Some
synonyms, words or similar expressions can be veeergaaa! , veeerdees!

arredo vaya
arredo go is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Arredovaya" being its meaning:<br>In Yucatán is an
interjection that the people used to denote disgust and is used as a single word: Arredovaya

c mamo
c mamo / is a common way to simplify "It sucked," trying to understand what has happened is ready, that is "has gone
spear", that "he pulled it is".  Other forms of writing with the same intention to C mamo: "c mammoth".

cabritos
Kid: euphemism to avoid say bastard, which is a word gross, bombastic, coprolalic.

cabuya blanca
Cabuya : white ropeCabuya : white rope, by the ropes that can be made with this plant : Furcraea Andina is a kind of
fanerogam native to the South American Andes.  Widespread from Colombia to the Andes of Argentina.  Plant similar to
henequén and maguey and other types of agave.

chafirete
Chafirete / Chafirete is a pejorative used in Mexico and some other Latin American countries to nominate the driver
carrying passengers, which handles car, van or truck for others, not for transport only itself.  If driver or chauffeur, come
from the old driver and this French chauffeur, and if we know that diminutives and derogatory in this language can be
made with the use of the ette suffix, used in France and on the eastern coast of Spain and the Balearic Islands by what
chaufferette has become conductorcillo, we may conclude that chafirete could have been born to discredit or disparage
a chauffeur, to mock or make it less, and now anyone who will give a job that requires low qualification is called
Chinese.

cyborg
CYBORG Cyber Agency .  From Cy, contraction of The English Cybernetic and Org, contraction of Organism, in the
same language. A cyborg, from the acronym cyber and organism, "cyber organism" is a person composed of living
organisms and cyber devices usually to improve some capabilities or implant a missing element of the organism by
using technology.

dejar hacer
Perhaps it refers to the phrase laissez faire , laissez passer is a French expression meaning "let you do, let go"; a
practice characterized by an abstention of direction or interference especially with individual freedom.

homoparental
HOMOPARENTAL Of Homo : equal , identical and Parental : From parents or relatives or related to them . Family in
which parents are of the same gender.

inescrupulosidad



INESCRUPULOCITY of In : denial , scruples ( scrupulus , pebble, stone ) : Doubt, apprehension and insecurity that a
person suffers about the goodness or legality of an action and -dad .  quality suffix . That lacks scruples.

magnetar
Magnetar (from Wikipedia) : A magnetostar is a type of neutron star powered by an extremely strong magnetic field.  It is
a variety of pulsars whose main characteristic is ejection, in a short period (equivalent to the duration of a lightning bolt),
of huge amounts of high energy in the form of X-rays and gamma rays.  The magnetic field impairs the emission power
of high-energy electromagnetic radiation, mainly X-rays and gamma rays.

magnetoestrella
Magneto star : From Wikipedia : A magnetostar is a type of neutron star powered by an extremely strong magnetic field. 
It is a variety of pulsars whose main characteristic is ejection, in a short period (equivalent to the duration of a lightning
bolt), of huge amounts of high energy in the form of X-rays and gamma rays.  The magnetic field impairs the emission
power of high-energy electromagnetic radiation, mainly X-rays and gamma rays.

mejinaco
Mejinaco: Game of words to put together Mexican by nationality, with naco, which is the same person vulgar, crude,
without instruction.  Changing the order of the letters C and N of Mexican was mexiNaCo, derogatory for Mexican naco.

miras
View: is used in the phrase high view as a synonym for high goals.

oh mi dios
Oh, my God.  Adaptation or Spanishization of the English expression Oh, my god.  In Spanish we already have the
expression ¡Dios mío! , denoting the same meaning . 

piquiponadas
Piquiponated : Nonsense .  It comes from a Catalan politician, Joan Pich i Pon (it reads Piquipón ) that said barbarities
in public: "Almost not to sign but it is made money", "we come to inaugurate this cockatoo (by statue" , "a restaurant with
genital light (by cenital) " , "I armed an organ (by orago).

psicologia del color
The psychology of color is a field of study that is aimed at analyzing how we perceive and behave in the face of different
colors, as well as the emotions that arouse in us such tones.  There are certain subjective aspects in the psychology of
color, so it should not be forgotten that there may be certain variations in interpretation and meaning between cultures.

rizar el rizo
Curling the curl comes from a physics problem that involves dropping on a rail that has a perfect circular turn, a weight
at a certain height and that it can turn all the way without falling.  It has been proven that there is a minimum height to
release the weight so that you can perform the full turn without falling.  It is also an eye-catching luck in aerial
exhibitions, where a plane takes a complete turn in the air leaving headlong at any given time.  The gringos say "loop
the loop".  It is used in colloquial language as a metaphor for finding the optimal point to solve a problem.

solapador
SOLAPATOR : The one that overlaps .  Strictly speaking it would be the one that lays lapels.  In everyday use, the
overlapr is the one that allows incorrect or unauthorized actions to be performed and cover them up.



thailandés
Baht.  Spelling anglicized by Thai, referred to or typical of Thailand (formerly called Siam). 

tu o tú
You, with an accent, function as a personal pronoun and use it to refer to the person we speak to, while you, without an
accent, is a possessive adjective that indicates that something is someone's own or particular.  The tilde that
differentiates you from your is called diacritical tilde.

ultrapetita
Ultra petita / legal term which means that it has been granted more than what the benefit part called for.  They come
from "ultra", beyond, and "petita", ordered.  "Beyond the requested".  The opposite would be Infra petita, less than
requested.

vulvar
Vulvar Anatomy . - Relative to vulva .  External surface of female genitalia in mammals. Understand the clitoris and lips. 
Pudendum femininum.

zuecos
Shoe: shoe that does not cover the ankle.  The typical and traditional Dutch shoe, in this case made of wood.


